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"Each palm is a separate "Book of Life." Palmistry is not a "gift" but a language of the hand that can be
learned and applied to gain a richer and more rewarding understanding of your life. You will gain
greater insight into who you really are." "Now you can discover the 9 vital areas of the palm, special
signs and markings, and the important lines of life, destiny, fortune, health and family. Enjoy a
comprehensive palm analysis and predict your future with this complete guide to reading your vital life
signs!"--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
This updated and revised second edition covers palm and hand reading, including an in-depth look at
individual fingers, lines and the shape of the palm, and how these can be read to reveal personal
insights. All-new information on health, happiness, and well-being and how a reading can interpret them.
Worksheets to help beginners chart the dominant characteristics of the hand and what they mean in a
reading. Exercises, examples and detailed line drawings to ease beginners into the practice of palm
reading. Perfect for beginners and a good quick-reference guide for more exeprienced palm readers.
Palmistry For Beginners: Learn How To Read Your Palmsand Start Fortune Telling** 72 Crash Course
from Amazon Best Seller MIA ROSE ** The art of Palmistry stretches back to beyond the dawn of
history. To many people it is amysterious but fascinating practice. If you have ever wondered if there is
any truth in palmistry, then this book will definitely be for you!The book looks at the history of Palmistry
and also contains some tantalizing information on how science has discovered that the future may well
be in your hands!Containing a wealth of information on how to read palms, this book may well astound
you.Shrouded in mystery, the subject is actually very straightforward; you don't need to believe in
palmistry to read this book, or to put into practice the methods it describes.Containing a detailed look at
the shapes of the hand and their meanings, how to read and interpret the lines, mounts and other signs
on the palm, this book takes you through all of the basic techniques you will need to learn in order to
effectively read your own and other individuals' palms.This book is a short, but very comprehensive,
guide to palmistry and will provide you with everything you need to start exploring this fascinating
subject.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... The History And Context Of Palmistry The Shapes And
Meanings Of Both The Fingers And The Hands The Mounts And Lines Of The Hand And What They Mean
Additional Signs, Marks And Symbols And How To Interpret Them
Hands
Reveal the secrets of the tell tale hand
Lovers Guide to Palmistry
A Field Guide to Practical Palmistry
A Guide to Discovering Your Strengths and Decoding Your Life Path
The Mystery of Your Palm: how it Affects Your Life, Your Career, Your Marriage
From the life line to the heart line, In Focus Palmistry gives a comprehensive overview of what
our hands are telling us. From analyzing palms, fingers, fingerprints, mounts, and nails, find
the hidden strengths and weaknesses within yourself and others. Included inside the back cover
is a beautifully illustrated 18 × 24–inch wall chart that gives the key elements about palmistry
in one convenient reference. Can your hands unveil your future? Author Roberta Vernon explores
this question in the introduction. Each chapter addresses a different aspect of palmistry,
including: looking at hands; the life line; the head line; the heart line; the fate line; the
Apollo line or sun line; marks, colors, and warts; and skin ridge patterns. With practice, and
with In Focus Palmistry in hand, you will be able to decipher the following areas: Love and
relationships Sexuality Money Business Career Aptitudes and talents Successes and failures
Parents and in-laws Children Other people of influence Home and property matters Health Travel
Pets The In Focus series applies a modern approach to teaching the classic body, mind, and
spirit subjects. Authored by experts in their respective fields, these beginner's guides feature
smartly designed visual material that clearly illustrates key topics within each subject. As a
bonus, each book holds reference cards or a poster, held in an envelope inside the back cover,
to give you a quick, go-to guide containing the most important information on the subject.
Fortune telling by means of the lines of the palm. An age-old occult science. An entertaining
accomplishment to amuse you and your friends-with the promise of a developed skill that could
win you fame and money. Palmistry is all these things, but most of all it is a guide to help you
understand your destiny. . .to know yourself--and others. Once you understanding your destiny,
perhaps you can control it--or change it for the better.
This book addresses the basic theories of palmistry according to the classic approach in a clear
and easily understood manner. The Complete Guide to Palmistry includes a large number of
illustrations and pictures that make it easy to grasp and learn the material.
Find Your Future in the Palm of Your Hand
Discover What the Future Holds--Life, Love, and Wealth--All in the Palm of Your Hand
The Palmistry Guide
A Beginners Guide to Palmistry
The Complete Guide to Palmistry ... By Psychos
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Complete Book of Palmistry for Both Beginning and Advanced Student

Palmistry: The Complete Guide To Palm ReadingFully Accredited Course. Easy & Effective Techniques To Read Your
Or Your Clients Palms! Start Or Expand Your Career!This course is fully accredited by CTAA - Complementary
Therapies Accredited Association. Our in-depth course on Palmistry, is a form of divination which has its origins deep in
history. It's an interesting subject and highly revealing. Every line on the palms of the hands or on the fingers can tell you
a great deal. Once you are proficient at reading palms, you can start to view your own palms, interpreting the information
or take on clients giving people guidance and counselling. Equally, you can use your palm-reading skills for fun. Either
way, palm reading will help you to forge new connections with others and forms a great starting point for
conversation.Everything you need so to provide interesting, accurate and compelling readings is contained within this
course. There is a great deal to learn and you must utilise your understanding of the lines and signs found on peoples'
hands so to give them an accurate assessment. Your experience and confidence will start to grow once you understand
the major and minor lines. The course is aimed at those who wish to have fun and do this for themselves, or for those
who wish to expand their career into Palm Reading.The course is a combination of videos and an in depth training
manual.Our easy to learn modules include: Introduction to Palmistry: The Complete Guide To Palm Reading courseYour
Palmistry: The Complete Guide To Palm Reading training manual PDF All About PalmistryThe Major LinesUnderstanding
TimingMinor LinesThe FingersThe MountsLinesWhat To Do NextAccreditationAnd Much More!This course is fully
accredited by CTAA - Complementary Therapies Accredited Association.
Learn the exciting art of hand analysis. Whether you are a beginner or have some experience, there is always something
new to learn. Not only are there various opinions about hand analysis, but also different cultures. I hope to give you
enough diversity in this book so that you can form your own opinion as well. Palmistry is more than merely looking at the
lines on the hands. The art of analysing hands is about seeing the character and discovering your potential and purpose
in life. If you are interested in examining the hands for personal reasons or if you are a therapist, counsellor, or a healer,
studying the hands can allow you to add additional means to your range of work. You can give your clients more insight
and clarity in attaining their maximum power to achieve goals. I have included some example readings from which you
will learn some exciting things about personality profiling. You can even discover your life purpose. What are your
strengths? And what are your weaknesses?What show's a gentle person, or a potentially violent personality? Or what
about someone who can make money? The signs of a risk-taker or an addict. You can shake someone's hand and
immediately get an idea about their basic personality, how fantastic is that? Discover what all those lines on your palm
mean. Start from the very basics of hand analysis by learning about skin texture, fingernails and even the shape of the
fingers. We use all these features of the hand when doing a palm reading, and you can learn it all in this one book.
Have you ever wondered how the lines in your hand can show so much about your past, present and future? This easy to
follow - beginner's guide - into reading people's hands is a comprehensive introduction to the oldest form of character
reading still in use. Learn what clues to look for in your hands, nails and fingers before examining the lines, mounts, rings
and marks in detail. Diagrams throughout the book make interpretations simpler. Question sections consolidate your
understanding of the art of palmistry. Learn more about yourself, assess where you're true talents lie, and consider your
compatibility with others simply by studying hands more closely.
Finding Love in the Palm of Your Hand
The Everything Palmistry Book
Cheiro's Complete Guide to Palm Reading
A Complete Visual Guide on Palmistry. Learn the Art of Chiromancy and Reveal Your Future (2022 Crash Course)
A Complete Guide to Palmistry
The Mystery of Your Palm and how it Affects Your Life - Your Career - Your Loves
You'll be able to achieve all of that and more with this guide! Palm reading, palmistry, or chiromancy is a distinct art form in and of itself. Practicing
palmistry will teach you how to foresee future occurrences in someone's life. You may learn about someone's personality by closely analyzing their hand.
You can predict their destiny if you know their personality. You will... Learn the various aspects of face reading. Discover a person's past, present, and
future by simply looking at their face. Gain insight into mien siang and wu xing. Learn to measure your wealth and career prospects by using simple face
reading techniques. Determine the type of partner you will marry and your probability of having children. If so, palmistry could be what has been missing
from your life. Palmistry is the ancient art of palm reading to reveal the fortune secrets etched in the lines of your hands. This book is the ultimate fullyillustrated guide for beginners to palm reading. It will show you how to start interpreting the major lines (life line, head line, line of destiny, line of the sun,
heart line, etc) and mounds of your hand in just an evening.
This accessible full color guide will enable you to interpret the complex messages that the unique pattern of whorls, lines, and marks represent.
A comprehensive guide to the inner psychology revealed by the hand • Details how to interpret the entire hand--the shape of the palm and fingers, mounts,
lines, fingerprints, flexibility, nails, and skin texture • Reveals the personality archetypes, strengths, and weaknesses connected with each of the seven
mounts and how the rest of the hand modifies these traits • Explains how lines change and the decisive influence of the person’s own mind in healing
defects found on the lines Palmistry is a science and a universal language. The hand tells a story about your talents, relationships, health, and how you feel
about yourself. It reveals periods of ease or challenge in your life, and it speaks about your weaknesses and the traits you need to develop. As you change,
so do your hands, reflecting the progress you have made. In this comprehensive guide to hand reading, based on Ellen Goldberg’s 40 years of teaching
palmistry and the Western Mystery tradition, the authors make the powerful insights of the hand accessible in an inviting and user-friendly manner. The
book presents the character traits and personality archetypes associated with each of the seven mounts of the palm and shows how to determine which are
most influential in the nature of the individual. The mount archetypes reveal the lifestyle, love,sex, and marriage preferences; the best career choices; and
the unique strengths and weaknesses for each person. The book also examines other factors that enhance the qualities revealed by the mount types,
including the flexibility of the hand, texture of the skin, and the shapes of the fingers, fingertips, and nails. The meaning of each major and minor line is
described in detail as well as the influence the person’s own mind has in healing defects and obstacles found on their lines. The authors also provide
accurate timing guides for each line, making it possible to locate specific events and to see how your lines change over time. Presenting the hand as a guide
to self-fulfillment, The Art and Science of Hand Reading incorporates correspondences to other mystical sciences such as astrology, Kabbalah, the
Hermetic teachings, and archetypal psychology. It also includes practical examples and more than 600 illustrations to show how to integrate the meanings
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of each part of the hand to form a complete picture of your inner psychology and your ever-changing destiny.
The New Guide to Palmistry
Classical Methods for Self-Discovery through Palmistry
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Palmistry, 2nd Edition
Discover Yourself Through the Ancient Art of Hand Reading
The Complete Illustrated Guide to Palmistry
The Definitive Guide to Hand Reading

"PalmistryThe Complete Guide To Palm Reading And Fortune Telling For Beginners - Learn How To
Read Palms Like A Pro In No Time!If you want to uncover the secrets of your subconscious, learn
how to read palms! You do not need to be psychic to understand the mounts and recesses in your
hand, and revealing the truths behind the interesting pattern of lines on your skin is as easy
as studying from a book. In these pages you will learn all you need to know about uncovering the
hidden truths in the palm of your hand. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: The important
meanings behind the different shapes and sizes you will see in the palms you read. Revealing
information regarding the passive and active quadrants of the palm. How to determine which
elemental hand shape you possess. How to read the three major lines of the palm: The Heart, The
Head, and The Life, as well as the minor sister lines, including the Sun and Fate Lines. How to
uncover and understand the six major mounts of the palm. The five chapters in this book will
give you all you need to start reading palms. With this book you will have enough background to
pursue further Palmistry studies should you desire to do so, and you can easily refer back to
its pages as you practice palm reading on yourself and your friends. So let's get started!
Learn the Way to Find Out Destiny From a Palm of a Hand! Enjoy This Beginners Guide to Palmistry
and Master The Art of Chiromancy! Do you want to be able to predict the future? Do you want to
find destiny in the palm of a hand? With this guide, you will be able to do that, and much more!
Palm reading, palmistry or chiromancy is an art form by itself. Practicing palmistry will give
you the ability to predict future events in a person's life. By carefully studying someone's
palm you can determine their character. By knowing their character, you can determine their
fate. This book contains an in-depth guide to understanding and mastering the art of palmistry.
You will learn how to recognize signs and patterns from all the different lines of a palm. For
example what their length and shape means. You will also learn to note other characteristics
such as carriers and strikes. Here's what this guide will offer you: Palm reading for beginners:
Find out the basics of palm reading. What different schools there are, and how they interpret
signs and marks; Recognize signs and patterns: Learn how to easily recognize different signs and
patterns on a hand. Palm has its patterns, but the whole hand has it too; Art of prediction:
Discover the easy way to interpret your findings. Gain an understanding of the universe and
life. Predict future and discover destiny; Palm reading will give you insight into somebody's
soul. You will discover where they came from, what drives them, and ultimately what awaits.
Palmistry is an incredible skill that will give you the power to understand the universe and
life itself. Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy Now!
In Hands, Enid Hoffman takes a step beyond palmistry and explains the significance of the entire
hand in relation to personality and the whole body. By describing all parts of the hand, from
the fingernails to the wrist, Hoffman teaches readers how to analyze the information the hands
contain. In a step-by-step fashion, she takes the reader over the entire terrain of the hand. As
you become familiar with each part of the hand you will learn how to use it as a road map of
your personality. Extensive illustrations provide an excellent learning tool and visual guide.
The Complete Guide to Palmistry, Numerology and Astrology
Palm Reading and Tarot for Beginners
A Complete Guide to Discover the Secrets of Palmistry and Tarot Reading
Palm Reading for Beginners
Talk to the Hand
A Guide to Palmistry
Looks at the history of palmistry, describes the various lines that are found on the hand and how they are
interpreted, and tells what hand analysis is supposed to reveal about compatibility, health, occupations, money,
travel, and retirement
The hand is the direct servant of the brain, conditioned and creased by instructions from the mind. This is why
palmistry can provide us with a scientific and predictive picture of the workings of the mind and brain.
Would you like to learn if your new love interest is a natural caregiver, wants to have many children, possesses
keen intuition, will be a good provider, has a strong sex drive, and more? With the art of palmistry, you will have a
powerful extra edge in finding your ideal romantic and sexual partner. By analyzing all elements of a potential
lover's hand, you can see if his or her personality, goals, and life outlook are compatible with your own: •
Recognize six elemental hand types—earth, air, fire, water, wood, and metal—and the corresponding personality
traits for each • Divine a person's sense of logic, willpower, and passion by interpreting the thumb's angle, shape,
and flexibility • Gauge his or her personality and communication style with one glance at the palm shape and
finger lengths • Discover a potential lover's sexual style to see if he or she will be a good match for you in the
bedroom • Interpret the heart line, head line, and commitment line as they relate to longevity, health,
communication style, and emotional expression Featuring over 150 clear illustrations and a hand profile
compatibility guide, Lover's Guide to Palmistry offers you a complete and detailed introduction to palm reading for
lovers.
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Your Personal Guide
The Language of the Hands
The Art of Hand Reading
The Complete Book of Palmistry
Palmistry
The Complete Guide to Hand Analysis
The master of chiromancy wrote this classic guidebook to aid the aspiring student of plam reading. In doing so, he revealed
the arcane secrets of the craft so long hidden from the eyes of common men. Learn to read the future and divine tomorrow in
the mysterious lines writtten into the human hand at birth. Entertain and enlighten your friends and loved ones with your
spectaculr insights into their romances, relationships, careers and so much more! Illustrated with full illustrations and
diagrams, this classic book is presented here for the aspiring seeker, student, mystic and those that just want to liven up the
next party or social occasion.
A Comprehensive Guide to PALMISTRY, The Language of Hands is the tiled of the revised edition of the book. It is easy to
read and understand for everyone wanting to read palms. As you read, you will discover the secrets hidden in the hand, your
hand. The palm is like a road map of lines and markings telling whether your travels in life will be smooth or bumpy. It tells of
your potential and what you have accomplished in life. What will your road map reveal? All answers can be found in the
palms!
Discover in this illuminating volume how you can use palm reading for self-exploration and personal growth.
Complete Guide to Palmistry
In Focus Palmistry
The Art and Science of Hand Reading
The Complete Guide to Palm Reading and Fortune Telling for Beginners - Learn How to Read Palms Like a Pro in No Time!
A Complete Palmistry Illustrated Guide. Learn How to Read Your Palm and Discover Your Destiny Through the Art of
Chiromancy
The Complete Guide To Palm Reading Diploma Course: Fully Accredited Course. Easy & Effective Techniques For Reading
Palms! Start Or Expand Your Career!
There have been innumerable requests for writing a book on Palmistry. The author has written a book that gives the
basics of this science. Palmistry has been there from the early ages and we find literature where Sanskrit language has
been used in explaining issues of this science in the early Vedic ages. In this book the author has tried to explain the
uniqueness of each hand and as to how it helps in deciphering characteristics. In the science of hand reading
importance is given to the shape, size, lines and the marks on hand. These have been dealt in details through various
chapters in the book. Palmistry is in no way related to the science of Occultism but can be divided into two parts viz the
art of reading character from the shape of hands/ fingers and the science of reading the actions and habits. Also it gives
an insight of the future if one is able to correlate the shape of the hand with the lines marked thereon. The author has in
the various chapters tried to explain various factors like the size, shape, texture, lines and marks that help in deciphering
character and the actions that a person is prone towards. This is a basic book on Palmistry which will be useful reading
to all. One could develop on these basics for a greater understanding of the subject.
Learn the Way to Find Out Destiny From a Palm of a Hand! Enjoy This Beginners Guide to Palmistry and Master The Art
of Chiromancy! Do you want to be able to predict the future? Do you want to find destiny in the palm of a hand? With this
guide, you will be able to do that, and much more! Palm reading, palmistry or chiromancy is an art form by itself.
Practicing palmistry will give you the ability to predict future events in a person's life. By carefully studying someone's
palm you can determine their character. By knowing their character, you can determine their fate. This book contains an
in-depth guide to understanding and mastering the art of palmistry. You will learn how to recognize signs and patterns
from all the different lines of a palm. For example what their length and shape means. You will also learn to note other
characteristics such as carriers and strikes. Here's what this guide will offer you: Palm reading for beginners: Find out
the basics of palm reading. What different schools there are, and how they interpret signs and marks; Recognize signs
and patterns: Learn how to easily recognize different signs and patterns on a hand. Palm has its patterns, but the whole
hand has it too; Art of prediction: Discover the easy way to interpret your findings. Gain an understanding of the
universe and life. Predict future and discover destinyEYES HERE: Expertly Read & Interpret Tarot Cards with More
Confidence Using this IMPRESSIVE Tarot Reading Guide! Did you know that Tarot cards influence your future not
because of some form of divine machination, but more of projection and synchronicity? When you believe in the power
of fate and project your beliefs on every Tarot session, you will most likely have great results! The issue is that myths
and misleading information have led people to believe that Tarots are simply magical, infallible tools, which isn't true.
However, Tarots play a huge role in influencing your future by shedding light on the things that you already know
subconsciously. So you believe that you're going to become an astronaut one day? The Tarot and the reader will learn
from your prompts and uncover the hidden potential within you! If you really think about it, that's almost sounds just as
impressive as when you believed it was all simply magic! But there are still so many things you don't know! Luckily for
you, there's Rebecca Hood's "Tarot for Beginners" - the COMPLETE guide to uncovering the true power of the Tarot, so
beginners like you will be able to expertly read and interpret Tarot cards! After reading this tarot guide, beginners like
you will: Find out all about the love of your life through Tarot love reading sessions Greatly improve problematic areas in
your life as your Tarot readings shed light onto them Attain inner peace and calm by overcoming anxiety, worry, and fear
about your future Transform your life for the better as you learn to make better choices through your Tarot And so much
more!
Master the ancient art of palm reading with this modern guide. Palmistry is a powerful craft and a way of gaining selfawareness. It will help you to better understand and develop your character, love life and career in order to become the
person you want to be and live the life you truly desire. Not all of the lines have been written yet and by studying your
palms you can learn how to alter a negotiable future. Your destiny is in your hands.
The Mystery of Your Life, Your Career, Marriage
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A Comprehensive Guide to Palmistry
Life and Destiny Palmistry
The Complete Guide to Palmistry, Etc. [With Illustrations.].
Occult Lines on the Hand (a Complete Guide to Palmistry)
Easy & Effective Techniques for Reading Palms (The Complete Guide to Palm Reading Diploma Course)

Your spiritual journey is in your hands--the essential guide to palm reading What if the
answers you've been looking for are right there, in the palm of your hand? If you're a
novice to the practice of palmistry and want to dive deep into this alluring subject,
Palm Reading for Beginners will show you how to look through a window into your past,
present, and future presented in one single, universal language--our hands. From
improving mental clarity to understanding your own potential, this book combines all the
core principles of this ancient art. Learn to analyze the lines and mounts of the palm,
hand movements and shapes, and patterns of fingerprints to put them together and apply
meaning to everyday life. Palm Reading for Beginners interesting tidbits include:
Profound and relatable--The how-to information is in-depth, thorough, and easy-tounderstand making your palm reading journey easy. Invaluable insight--Use these essential
palm reading methods to not only examine a hand but interpret what you see. Illuminating
illustrations--The clear and concise drawings make it that much easier for you to perfect
the practice. With Palm Reading for Beginners, you'll see your life in ways you never
thought possible.
Learn How to Discover Your Destiny From the Palm of Your Hand! Enjoy This Palmistry
Beginners Guide and Master the Art of Chiromancy! Do you wish to know what will happen in
the future? Do you want to hold your fate in your hand? You'll be able to achieve all of
that and more with this Guide! Palm reading, palmistry, or chiromancy is a distinct art
form in and of itself. Practicing palmistry will teach you how to foresee future
occurrences in someone's life. You may learn about someone's personality by closely
analyzing their hand. You can predict their destiny if you know their personality. This
book is a comprehensive guide to studying and mastering the art of palmistry. You will
learn to spot indications and patterns in all of the lines on your hand. For instance,
what their length and form imply. You'll also learn to recognize other traits like
carriers and strikes. This tutorial will provide you with the following: Beginner's palm
reading: Learn the fundamentals of palm reading and how do they read signs and marks?
Recognize patterns and signs: Learn how to identify various hand signals and patterns
effortlessly. The palm has patterns, but so does the whole hand. Art of prediction: Learn
how to understand your results quickly, discover more about the cosmos and life, predict
the future, and find your fate. Palm reading may provide insight into someone's soul.
You'll learn where they come from, what motivates them, and what awaits them. Palmistry
is a fantastic technique that will offer you the ability to comprehend the world and life
itself. What are you waiting for?... Scroll up and click "Buy Now with 1-Click" to get
your copy right now!
Palmistry is an ancient science and an unsurpassed tool for character and emotion
analysis. Everyone has the ability to tap its potential for insight, reflection, and
greater understanding—and world acclaimed palmistry expert Vernon Mahabal will show you
how. Talk to the Hand reveals the tricks of the palm reader’s trade and is organized
around the most popular questions and inquiries the author has received over the years.
It serves as a fascinating field guide for those who want a quick, accurate way to assess
their own and other people’s talents, abilities, psychology, and emotional personality.
The diagrams and accompanying texts are deliberately simple and straightforward,
providing quick access to vital answers and potential solutions to pressing questions.
The information found here is based upon extensive background research and years of the
author’s experience working with thousands of people.
The Palmistry Bible
How to Read Palms
Palm Reading for Beginners - The 72 Hour Crash Course on How to Read Your Palms and Start
Fortune Telling Like a Pro
The Complete Guide to Palmistry
The lines on your hand are as distinctive as the DNA that sets you apart as an individual, telling a great deal about your past,
present, and future - as well as providing insights into who you are. A practice that dates back more than 1,000 years,
palmistry is the study of the lines, texture, shapes, and idiosyncrasies of the hand. The Everything Palmistry Book introduces
you to this ancient art and guides you step-by-step through the major lines of the hand - and the meaning of each one. From
identifying the line of destiny to finding the perfect love match to choosing the right career to discovering potential health risks,
this fun and informational book shows you how to reveal things about yourself no one else knows. The Everything Palmistry
Book helps you learn to: Gauge your creativity level Control your destiny Analyze your fingerprints Choose a career to fit your
personality Find the perfect partner Packed with dozens of clear drawings of palms, The Everything Palmistry Book will have
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you discovering new and exciting details about your—yet unknown—future in no time!
Palm reading is a lot easier than you may think. No cards, no coins, no charts of the planets-just a hand and the knowledge in
this book. Whether your interest is serious or casual, Palm Reading for Beginners will open a world of insight into yourself,
your friends, your family, and your future! Announce in any gathering that you read palms and you will be flocked by people
thrilled to show you their hands. When you are have finished Palm Reading for Beginners , you will be able to look at anyone's
palm (including your own) and confidently and effectively tell them about their personality, love life, hidden talents, career
options, prosperity, and health.
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